The filter bubble: your view
Please follow the steps listed below:
•
•
•

•

1. Get acquainted with the background information.
2. Fill in the interactive argument map on p. 2.

3. After you are finished, save the file under the following file name:
“Exercise1_Your_Name.pdf”.
4. Upload the saved PDF file on StudyNet.

This exercise, which will be graded with "pass or fail". There are no right
or wrong answers. Feel free to express your own opinion.

!

You need Adobe
Acrobat Reader DC
to work with this
interactive file.
You can install
Adobe Acrobat
Reader DC here.
If you have problems
installing, you may
need to remove your
older Acrobat
Reader version first
– read more here.

•
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The filter bubble is
Main menu

very harmful
harmful
neither harmful nor beneficial
beneficial
very beneficial

Interactive argument map
because
It leads to informational
isolation and creates a tunnel
vision for an individual by
limiting individual's exposure
to the diversity of information,
opinions and viewpoints.

because
People end up surrounded
only with like-minded
opinions and people which
might lead to reinforcement
and strong establishment of
wrong and potentially socially
dangerous ideas. As a less
extreme example than
radical political movements,
the search input "LGBT"
might give different results to
a person with previously
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conservative
Russia and a person actively
engaging in LGBT movement
in France. Internet user 1 is
likely to see the results

however
Internet is supposed to
provide a quick and easy
access to knowledge and
information, decrease
information asymmetry and
increase transparency. This
should enhance individual's
knowledge about the world
and awareness of the range
of opinion and existing
debate.

because
Internet user 1, having had
his opinion reinforced, might
become convinced of the
need to take action and might
become aggressive towards
gay people. User 2 might be
overpersuaded in the
opposite direction. If in one
particular geographical
region majority of people are
Users 1 or Users 2, this
hinders potential for healthy
development and progress of
society.

but
Due to the personally
relevant (or rather
individually-fitting)
information selection and
personalization algorithms,
individuals end up seeing
only the search results,
sources and articles
reinforcing their existing
views, preferences and
inclinations. Thus, an
individual is always in the
comforthowever
zone of being stuck
with confirmation bias. This
leads to limited ability to
The
best option
for building
self-reflect,
accept
other
balanced
policies
and
points of view, revisit having
aexisting
steady societal
solutionsprogress
and
would
be
informing
question existing stigmas,
individuals
in a balanced
and as a result
propose way
new
rather
than
providing
them
solutions.
with the sources heavily
gravitating towards already
favorite and accepted point
of view. All humans get lost
from time to time, make
mistakes and make false
judgments. That is why,
diverse feedback is so
important for criticizing a
faulted thought or intention,
or on the contrary, support or
develop collectively a

however
Exactly the ability to think
critically and question the
status quo, often sparkled by
a receipt of a new piece of
information, led to the
greatest scientific inventions,
societal changes, political
breakthroughs and progress.
Moreover, not only can
confirmation bias, and false
consensus effect lead to the
lack of progress, it could
potentially
but lead to
degradation of society.
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Background Information
Definition: a filter bubble – a term coined by Internet activist Eli Pariser – is a state of intellectual isolation that results from personalized searches when a
website algorithm selectively guesses what information a user would like to see based on information about the user, such as location, past click-behavior
and search history (Engin 2013). The choices made the algorithms are invisible/ not transparent. Examples: Google Personalized Search, Facebook's
personalized news-stream – read more.

Eli Pariser`s Video: Beware online filter bubbles

Contrasting view: the negative implications for civic discourse are minimal and addressable (Weisberg 2017) – read more.
Related concepts:

“confirmation bias”: the tendency to search for, interpret, favor, and recall information in a way that confirms one's preexisting beliefs or hypotheses
(Plous, Scott (1993), The Psychology of Judgment and Decision Making, p. 233).
●

● False
● Fake

● Echo

consensus effect

news

chamber

● Splinternet/Cyberbalkanization

An example counter measure: a method to balance between serendipity and accuracy/relevance
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